The analysis of multinational subsidiary roles or strategies has traditionally been from the viewpoint of the multinational enterprise (MNE) per se, focusing on a trade-off between the two strategic dimensions of integration and responsiveness (localization). This paper argues that a subsidiary is embedded in a dual context of both the MNE and the host environment, and hence its strategic role should be assessed by its relative positions and contributions both within the knowledge networks of the MNE and the host country. This dual typology is believed to be useful for the MNE and the host government in assessing the impacts of the subsidiary on the competitiveness enhancement of the MNE and local capability development. The framework is tested on a sample of 369 multinational subsidiaries in China.
I. Introduction
Since White and Poynter's (1984) pioneering study, there has been an increasing interest in the roles, strategies or characteristics of multinational subsidiaries (D 'Cruz, 1986; Bartlett, 1986; Bartlett and Ghoshal, 1989; Jarillo and Martinez, 1990; Gupta and Govindarajan, 1991; Roth & Morrison, 1992; Birkinshaw and Morrison, 1995; Taggart, 1998; Hogenbirk and van Kranenburg, 2006; Vereecke et al, 2006) . This great interest has resulted mainly from the recognition that foreign subsidiaries can contribute substantially to the vibrancy of the multinational enterprise (MNE) at the local level (Bartlett and Ghoshal, 1989) , and enable the MNE to enhance and sustain competitive advantage at the corporate level (Levitt, 1983; Porter, 1980; Yip, 1992; Taggart, 1998) . Ferdows (1997) argues that since subsidiaries differ in the level of creation, sharing, and absorption of innovations, they may play different roles in the knowledge network in the company and in local environments. Although existing research has shed considerable light on the strategic roles subsidiaries play within the MNE, one shortcoming is its excessive focus on the internal management to achieve corporate efficiency without adequate consideration of the impact of the interaction between the MNE and its local business environment. White and Poynter's (1984) and Hogenbirk and van Kranenburg (2006) use a subsidiary's product, market and value added scopes to classify its roles or strategies. Bartlett (1986) , Bartlett and Ghoshal (1989) , Roth & Morrison (1992) and Taggart (1998) apply the integration-localization/responsiveness framework to differentiate subsidiary roles or strategies given the international business environment. While having made significant contributions to our understanding of subsidiary roles within MNEs, these studies may pay too much attention to the interests and challenges facing MNEs, and not enough to how MNEs help or hurt local economies, especially developing country economies (Meyer, 2004; Ramamurti, 2004) . Gupta & Govindarajan's (1991) study only focuses on knowledge flows within the MNE to identify different roles of subsidiaries, lacking a discussion of knowledge exchange between a subsidiary and its local environment.
Different from the existing subsidiary role/strategy studies, the current paper proposes a dualrole typology of multinational subsidiaries. This typology is based on the network approach to MNEs (Hedlund, 1986; Ghoshal & Bartlett, 1988; Harzing, 1999; O'Donnell, 2000) . While this approach has recently been adopted to explain knowledge creation and diffusion of MNEs (Andersson et al., 2001; Andersson et al., 2005) , it has not been fully applied to subsidiary typology. Following this approach, an MNE is a differentiated network of internationally dispersed units which are simultaneously embedded in two business contexts: the internal networks of the MNE and the external (host country) environment. Thus, the roles and/or strategies of subsidiaries are both shaped by and affect these two contexts. A subsidiary's strategic role should be assessed by its relative positions and contributions within the knowledge networks of both the MNE and the host country. We believe that the typology proposed in this way is useful not only for MNE managers but also for policy makers, especially from host countries.
The rest of the paper is organized in the following way. Section II reviews the literature on subsidiary roles and strategies, and in Section III, we present our dual-role typology. The research methodology is explained in Section IV. We test the typology and relationships between the roles of a subsidiary and its own performance as well as its impact on local firms on a survey data set of 369 multinational subsidiaries in China. Finally, Section V concludes by summarizing the paper and discussing managerial and policy implications and limitations of this research.
II. Literature Review
The traditional view on foreign direct investment (FDI) (Hymer, 1976; Caves, 1971; Buckley and Casson, 1976 ) assumes a hierarchical relationship between the headquarter (HQ) of an MNE and its subsidiaries. Typically, the MNE creates technological knowledge at the HQ and then diffuses it to subsidiaries worldwide (Almeida and Phene, 2004) while expecting them to perform in line with the overall corporate strategy. However, subsidiaries have seen their roles change greatly in recent years and have increasingly valuable places in both the MNE and local environment. With regard to roles in the MNE, a subsidiary does not just receive and apply knowledge, but in many cases creates knowledge in its local (host country) environment and then diffuses it back to HQ and the rest of the MNE. This increases efficiency at both the subsidiary and corporate (MNE) levels. On the other hand, since it is located in a host country, a subsidiary can contribute to the development of the local economy through transferring advanced knowledge, engaging local employees and contributing to local tax. In this process, the subsidiary can also benefit from the local environment through learning indigenous knowledge including both indigenous technology and local information in order to increase profits, widen the global market share and enhance its reputation (Wei et al. 2008) .
A very important contribution by White and Poynter's pioneering work (1984) is their recognition of different business strategies pursued by different subsidiaries as these subsidiaries are themselves affected differently by environmental changes. If we describe all subsidiaries as branch plants, then this variation cannot be captured. Hedlund's (1986) concept of heterarchy (contrasting with hierarchy) is perfectly consistent with this idea, which implies that subsidiary roles are not necessarily assigned by HQs. Actually, the concept of heterarchy has already proved a stimulating one in the field of multinational strategy and structure (Young and Tavares, 2004) .
So far three main types of typology of subsidiary roles/strategies have been developed in the literature: the Product-Market-Value Added Framework, the Integration-Localisation Framework and the Knowledge Flows-Based framework. A review of these frameworks is useful for the development of our own dual-role typology of multinational subsidiary roles or strategies.
Typology 1: Product-Market-Value Added Framework
Based on their case studies, White and Poynter's (1984) divide business strategies pursued by multinational subsidiaries into five categories, defined by the activities of subsidiaries with regard to the product, market and value added scopes. The product scope refers to product line extensions and new product areas. The market scope indicates the range of geographic markets available to a subsidiary. Finally, the value added scope concerns the range of ways (development, manufacturing and marketing activities) a subsidiary adds value. Depending on the different combinations of these three dimensions, the five types of strategies are described below.
The first is as a miniature replica business which produces and markets some of the parent's product lines or related product lines in the local country. Depending on the degree of product and marketing modifications performed by the subsidiary, there can be three sub-strategies: adopter, adapter and innovator. The second is as a marketing satellite business which markets products manufactured centrally into the local trading area. The third is as a rationalised manufacturer that produces a designated set of component parts or products for a multicountry or global market. The fourth is as a product specialist that develops, produces, and markets a limited product line for global markets. Finally, the fifth is as a strategic independent that has the freedom and resources to develop lines of business for either a local, multi-country or global market.
Hogenbirk and van Kranenburg (2006) adopt a very similar approach to that of White and Poynter's (1984) i.e. using the framework of market scope and value added scope (as shown in Figure 1 ) to analyse strategic roles of subsidiaries. One apparent difference between the two studies is that the former groups subsidiaries into 4 categorises of local satellites, truncated miniature replicas, export platforms and regional or world mandated hubs.
However, given the similar framework used, the four categories given by Hogenbirk and van Kranenburg (2006) are very similar to those of White and Poynter's (1984) .
<Figure 1 about here>
This typology is useful for us to identify the particular role a subsidiary plays in the R&D, production and marketing systems within the MNE. However, it fails to show any interactions between the subsidiary and the local environment, although this approach suggests that environmental changes affect the subsidiary.
Typology 2: Integration-Localisation Framework
This framework has been most widely used to classify the roles and/or strategies of subsidiaries. Porter (1986) firstly uses this framework to categorise firms at the industry level, arguing that the essential structural characteristic is the degree of interrelationship between competitive environments in different countries. If that interrelationship is very high, then the industry is global, as opposed to a multi-domestic industry, where what happens in one country affects little or nothing in the rest. Faced with its own industry structure, each firm has to devise a strategy along two dimensions: the configuration of the activities of the firm's value chain (i.e. where they are carried out) and the co-ordination of those activities (how inter-dependent the different subsidiaries are). Along these axes, four types of strategy can be determined: a country-centred strategy by multinationals or domestic firms operating in only one country (low co-ordination of activities and low geographic dispersion); an export-based strategy with decentralised marketing (low co-ordination of activities but high geographic concentration); a high foreign investment strategy with extensive co-ordination among subsidiaries (high co-ordination of activities but low geographic concentration); and finally a simple global strategy (high co-ordination of activities and high geographic concentration).
As noted by Jarillo and Martinez (1990) , Bartlett (1986) takes a slightly different view with Porter (1986) at the firm level. The two dimensions he adapts are co-ordination/integration among the firms and the degree of "adaptation" to each national milieu where the firm is located. Based on this framework, firms can be grouped into three types: global (high global co-ordination/integration but low national responsiveness/differentiation), transnational (high global co-ordination/integration and high national responsiveness/differentiation) and multinational (low global co-ordination/integration but high national responsiveness/differentiation). Bartlett and Ghoshal (1989) then used the similar dimensions, degree of integration and degree of localization to categorise multinational subsidiary roles/strategies. As Figure 2 shows, subsidiaries can be divided into three groups based on this framework. autonomous subsidiary with a low degree of integration but a high level of localization. In Bartlett (1986) and Bartlett and Ghoshal (1989) , the bottom left corner of the integrationlocalisation framework is empty, omitting a possible type of subsidiary with a low degree of both integration and localisation.
<Figure 2 about here> Jarillo and Martinez (1990) carry out an empirical study of 50 subsidiaries in Spain, and their results indicate that all 50 subsidiaries can be grouped into the three groups as suggested by Bartlett and Ghoshal's Integration/localization framework. Furthermore, Taggart (1998) extends Bartlett and Ghoshal's Integration/localization framework by identifying a fourth type of subsidiary located on the bottom left of Figure 2 -an aquiescent subsidiary with a low level of integration and localization.
The integration/localization framework is very useful in explaining the efficiency and competitiveness of MNEs as it considers both the internal co-ordination and external response to local demands. However, as mentioned in the preceding section, the framework may pay too much attention to the interests and challenges facing MNEs, and not enough to how
MNEs help local economies, especially developing country economies. While responding to the local business environment, the integration-localization framework may not take into consideration that subsidiary strategies can both be influenced by and affect the host country environment. Different interest groups involved in a subsidiary's internal and external linkages such as the subsidiary itself, its corporate headquarters and the host-country government have different views on the roles and strategies of a subsidiary. A subsidiary may wish to learn more from HQ and the local environment to enhance its efficiency. The MNE (HQ) may require subsidiaries to not only learn and implement know-how from HQ to increase its productivity, but also to create and transfer knowledge back to HQ and rest of the MNE in order to enhance efficiency at the corporate level. The host country government could pay more attention to how much the country can learn and benefit from the foreign subsidiary as opposed to merely the MNE's overall efficiency. Thus the roles of subsidiaries need to be assessed not only internally in terms of the competitiveness of the MNE, but also externally in terms of its interactions with the local environment.
Typology 3: Knowledge Flows-Based Framework
Gupta and Govindarajan (1991) treat an MNE as a network of capital, product and knowledge transactions among units located in different countries, and believe that this perspective is consistent with the analyses of Porter (1986) , Bartlett (1986) , and Bartlett and Ghoshal (1989) .
Knowledge transactions are the focus of Gupta and Govindarajan's (1991) 
III. Dual-role Typology of Multinational Subsidiaries
Over the last two decades, research on the structure and organization of multinationals has shifted its focus from one-to-one HQ-subsidiary relationships to that of managing a network of units (Kogut 1989 ). Ghoshal and Bartlett (1988, p. 620) claim that the network approach "is particularly suited for the investigation of such differences in internal roles, relations, and tasks of different affiliated units and of how internal co-ordination mechanisms might be differentiated to match the variety of sub-unit contexts." The network approach argues that an MNE is a differentiated network of internationally dispersed units which are simultaneously embedded in two business contexts: the internal MNE and the external (host country) environment. Thus, the roles of subsidiaries are both shaped by and affect these two contexts.
A subsidiary has a dual role to play: it interacts with the rest of the MNE internally and with the local environment externally. These interactions allow subsidiaries to obtain access to resources from different sources and affect their internal and external business partners. In fact, differences in such interactions create differences in their level of competence, which in turn create differences in the roles the subsidiaries can play (Andersson et al, 2001 ).
Among all resources potentially useful to a firm, knowledge may be the most important for the firm to create and maintain competitiveness in the market. Indeed, it is widely acknowledged in strategic thinking that the ability of a firm to develop and exploit knowledge faster than its competitors is a key component of its competitive advantage (Porter, 1980; Prahalad and Hamel, 1990; Utterback, 1994; Leonard-Barton, 1995; Nonaka and Takeuchi, 1995; Teece et. al., 1997; Nonaka and Teece, 2001; Storey and Salaman, 2005; Cooke and Beh, 2007) . Like Gupta and Govindarajan (1991) , our dual-role typology focuses on knowledge flows. However, we consider not only internal, but also external two-way knowledge flows, and this framework can be presented in the following diagram.
The top reference frame demonstrates internal interactions. Firstly, if a subsidiary actively diffuses its knowledge to, and at the same time energetically learns from, the rest of the MNE, it can be referred to as an "internal activist". Secondly, if a subsidiary proactively learns from, but is less proactive to diffuse its knowledge to, the rest of the MNE, it can be called an "internal receptor". Thirdly, if a subsidiary diffuses more knowledge to the rest of the MNE than it learns from them, then it can be referred to as an "internal contributor". Finally, if a subsidiary is inactive in both knowledge learning and knowledge diffusion within the MNE, it is an "internal loner".
The bottom reference frame of Figure 4 shows external interactions of a subsidiary. Firstly, if a subsidiary is proactive in both diffusing knowledge to, and learning knowledge from, its local partners in the host country, it can be regarded as an "external activist". It follows that the subsidiaries in the remaining three quadrants of this frame can be referred to as an "external receptor", "external contributor" and "external loner" respectively.
This framework links together the internal and external interactions (or embeddedness), and hence allows 16 different combinations between these two types of interactions. For instance, a subsidiary can be very active in two-way knowledge flows both internally and externally (a combination of internal and external activist, or dual activist), or inactive in both types of interactions (a combination of internal and external loner, or dual loner). Similarly, a subsidiary can be active internally but inactive externally (a combination of internal activist/contributor with external loner/receptor) or vice versa (a combination of internal loner/receptor with external activist/contributor).
<Figure 4 about here>
The different combinations of the internal and external interactions are expected to be associated with different levels of performance. This is consistent with the widely accepted view in strategy and organization research that a firm's context influences its behavior and performance (Almeida and Phene, 2004) . In terms of internal interactions, the network approach of Hedlund (1994) and Bartlett and Ghoshal (1989) suggests that technical, market, and functional knowledge is sourced from various locations and generated continuously in all parts of a company, and shared across the organization. Almeida et al. (2002) show that, via various formal and informal mechanisms (such as structure, culture and management systems and processes), an MNE transfers product and process knowledge across borders. However, given that MNEs (and their subsidiaries) vary in the degree to which these mechanisms are efficiently employed and thus in their ability to move, build, and exploit knowledge across the network (Almeida and Phene, 2004) , subsidiaries will have different levels of performance. In our proposed framework, since an internal activist energetically creates and diffuses knowledge while proactively learning from the rest of the MNE, it should perform better than an internal loner. Similarly, an internal contributor may perform better than a receptor as the former is able to create and diffuse more knowledge than the latter.
As for external interactions, MNEs now regard host countries not just as their markets or sources of cheap labour, but increasingly as potential sources of new knowledge (Dunning, 1994) . Industry-specific knowledge developed in geographically concentrated locations can flow to subsidiaries located there via inter-firm (and interpersonal) linkages in the region, and this can be a positive source of value creation for MNEs (Almeida and Phene, 2004) . On the other hand, the literature on FDI spillovers suggests that the most important reason why countries try to attract FDI is perhaps the prospect of acquiring modern technology, interpreted broadly to include product, process, and distribution technology, as well as management and marketing skills (e.g. Caves, 1974; Blomstrom and Kokko, 1998) . FDI is a package of capital, technology and managerial skills, and has been viewed as an important source of both direct capital inputs and technology and knowledge spillovers. Balasubramanyam et al. (1996) argue that developing countries can significantly benefit from FDI because it not only transfers production know-how and managerial skills but also produces externalities or spillover effects. Some relatively recent studies all find positive spillover effects, such as Kokko et al. (1996) on the Uruguayan manufacturing sector, Liu et al. (2000) on UK manufacturing, Li et al. (2001) and Wei and Liu (2001; on China. In our proposed framework, an external activist vigorously seeks knowledge from the local environment while spilling its own knowledge to indigenous firms in the host country, it should perform better and have a greater positive impact on local firms than an external loner.
Similarly, an external contributor should produce a greater positive impact on local firms than an external receptor.
Therefore, based on our dual-role typology of multinational subsidiaries and the proposed relationships between subsidiary types and performance, the following four hypotheses can be formed: us to obtain insights into the types and performance of multinational subsidiaries in China, and provide an assessment of the questions' validity and the likely reliability of the data that would be collected (Saunders et al, 2003) .
As argued by Taggart (1998) , a postal questionnaire was thought to be the appropriate method of data collection for studying subsidiary roles or strategies because of resource constraints and generalizability of results. Following this research strategy, the questionnaire was sent to 1223 foreign invested firms and 493 of them responded (40.3% of total). Among the respondents, 205 (41.6%) were the founders or chief executive officers, 188 (38.1%) were chief financial officers and the rest (20.3%) were senior human resource managers. We then removed 124 foreign invested firms with less than 50% foreign ownership from our sample, as a firm with at least 50% foreign ownership can be seen as a multinational subsidiary (Jarillo and Martinez, 1990 Egelhoff (1988) , Gates and Eglehoff (1986) , Hedlund (1981) , Young et al, (1988) and Taggart (1998) , and employed the following variables:
Internal interactions:
The extent to which the HQ and rest of the MNE (subsidiary) help(s) the subsidiary's (the HQ and rest of the MNE's) production, management, R&D and marketing
External interactions:
The extent to which the subsidiary (local firms) help(s) local firms' (subsidiary's) production, management, R&D, marketing and business opportunity identification A 5-point Likert-type scale was employed as follows: 1 = Very unhelpful; 2 = Unhelpful; 3 = Neutral; 4 = Helpful; 5 = Very helpful.
After testing the typology of multinational subsidiaries in China, which is the focus of this paper, we will test the four hypotheses discussed in section III as FDI network theory predicts a positive relationship between a subsidiary's internal/external interactions and its own performance and its impact on local firms. To measure a subsidiary's performance, three objective variables, including return on assets (ROA), return on equity (ROE), and return on investment (ROI) and a subjective variable were employed. In the existing literature, ROA, ROE, ROI are widely used to measure firm performance (Tanriverdi and Venkatraman, 2005) .
Based on Jaw et al (2006) , the subjective variable was used to measure overall subsidiary performance in order to obtain a comprehensive result. In this paper, variable Bb29
(indicating "how satisfactory the subsidiary's overall performance is") was used as a subjective variable.
The measurement of subsidiary strategic impact on local firms was operationalized by five variables drawn on and modified from the same set of existing studies mentioned above.
All the subjective variables on subsidiary performance and subsidiary strategic impact on local firms were measured on a 5-point Likert-type scale: 1= Very disappointing; 2 = Disappointing; 3 = Neutral; 4 = Satisfactory; 5= Highly satisfactory.
<Table 1 about here>

Data analysis
The statistical package used in this research is SPSS (Pallant, 2004) . The survey data were analyzed using the following steps. Principal Components Factor (PCF) Analysis was first applied to identify the dimensions of the internal and external interactions. Then clustering analysis was carried out in order to test whether the 369 cases could be grouped into the 16 clusters. Finally, ANOVA analysis was employed to test the four performance and impact hypotheses.
V. Results and Discussions
Case Studies
The interviews with the 14 multinational subsidiaries in our pre-test of questionnaire confirmed a number of different types of multinational subsidiary as predicted by our dualrole typology framework. For instance, in the extreme cases, the CEO of firm CQ6 (a US motor accessory subsidiary) believed that his subsidiary had close two-way knowledge flows both within the corporate and with the local Chinese partners, and hence was active both internally and externally (dual activist). On the other hand, the CFO of firm CQ30 (a South
Korean motorbike accessory subsidiary) described his subsidiary as a dual-loner. all the values of the 27 items are larger than 0.70. Therefore, it can be concluded that the scale used for this research is considered reliable (Pallant, 2004, p87) . In terms of validity, all the questions are clear and easy to answer.
<Table 2 about here> Post Questionnaires
In analyzing returned questionnaires, we expect that the 8 variables, which determine the internal interactions (A1 to A8) of the subsidiary, can be reasonably reduced to two key dimensions, i.e. internal interactions from HQ and rest of MNC to the subsidiary, and internal interactions from the subsidiary to HQ and rest of MNC. Likewise, the 10 variables (B1 to B10) that determine the external interactions of the subsidiary can be reasonably reduced to two key dimensions: external interactions from the subsidiary to local firms, and external interactions from local firms to the subsidiary. The results are presented in Table 3 .
The results of PCF in Table 3 show that for internal interactions, the Kaiser-Meyer-Olkin
Measure of Sampling Adequacy value is 0.758, which is more than 0.6, and Sig. value of Bartlett's Test of Sphericity is less than 0.05. Therefore, the factor analysis is valid (Pallant, 2005) . In Table 3 , it can be seen that the 8 variables can be perfectly divided into 2 factors and the loadings of each of the variables on the two factors are all over 0.6. Factor 1 (IISTOHQ) includes A5 to A8 which show internal interactions from the subsidiary to the HQ and rest of the corporate. Factor 2 (IIHQTOS) combines A1 to A4, indicating internal interactions from the HQ and rest of the corporate to the subsidiary. In our three-dimensional typology picture, Factor 1 is represented by the top frame X axis and Factor 2 by the top frame Y axis. 
Multinational Subsidiary Clusters
We now proceed to conduct cluster analysis based on the four factors drawn from the above PCF examinations. The results are shown in Tables 4 and 5 . First, according to the Summary provided in Table 5 , it is clear that not all of the 16 conceptual groups have relevant subsidiaries to fix into. Specifically, we are unable to classify any multinational subsidiaries from our sample as belonging to any of the following clusters: i) Internal activist and external contributor, ii) Internal contributor, external loner, and iii) Internal and external receptor. Our limited sample size (369) may explain the absence of these three groups of multinational subsidiaries. However, all the multinational subsidiaries in our sample have been successfully classified into as many as 13 out of the 16 groups of multinational subsidiaries. Compared to our case studies, firm CQ6 is in Group 14 (dual activist) and firm CQ30 is in Group 3 (dual loner). This indicates that the cluster grouping results are the same as the case-study results for these subsidiaries. We can conclude that our dual-role typology is generally appropriate in differentiating the subsidiaries' roles, strategies or characteristics in both the academic and business fields.
<Tables 4 and 5 about here>
From Tables 4 and 5 The existence of a relatively large proportion of external loners may be due to the fact that China is still an emerging economy, and its knowledge and skills are not seen to be important to some multinational subsidiaries, especially those from developed countries which are technology leaders. Hence they may have no incentives to learn from and share their knowledge with local Chinese firms. The fact that there are many internal loners may be caused by subsidiary management's overlook of the importance of knowledge sources within their corporations.
Subsidiary Roles and Their Performance
After classifying multinational subsidiaries according to their roles in internal and external knowledge flows, we investigated the relationship between subsidiary role or strategy and subsidiary performance. Since the performance measurement variables in this study are ROA, ROE, ROI and Bb29, we use factor analysis to decide whether these four variables can be combined into one factor to represent subsidiary performance, and use ANOVA to examine the relationship between subsidiary strategy and its performance by testing the four hypotheses developed in section III.
Form the factor analysis, the Kaiser-Meyer-Olkin Measure of Sampling Adequacy value is 0.548 and the Sig. value of Bartlett's Test of Sphericity is less than 0.05. In the Component Matrix, the loading of ROE is only -0.203, while other loadings of ROA, ROI and Bb29 are high. Therefore, the variable of ROE is dropped and the other three variables are combined into one factor (performance factor) 1 . Table 6 provides the results of testing hypotheses 1 and 2. As can be seen from the table, the ANOVA gives a sig. value of 0.037 that is less than 0.05 indicating that there are significant differences among the mean scores on the performance factor for the 16 groups. Based on our hypotheses, activists and receptors are expected to perform better than loners. The higher mean of the dual activist clusters (clusters 12 and 14, 0.358631) compared to the dual loner cluster (cluster 3, -0.29282) supports our first hypothesis. In addition, the combined mean of the four internal activist clusters is 0.217964, much higher than the combined mean of the four internal loner clusters, which is only -0.22718. Furthermore, the combined mean of the four external activist clusters is 0.154226, and much higher than the combined mean of the four external loner clusters, which is only -0.10953. To sum up, we have compared three different groups of performance differences between activist clusters and loner clusters, and all the results support Hypothesis 1.
<Table 6 about here>
For the second hypothesis, the contributors may perform better than the receptors as they may have a very high level of capability so that they do not feel a need to learn from others. Since no subsidiaries match the dual receptor clusters, we cannot compare the dual contributor cluster with the dual receptor cluster. Alternatively, we have compared the internal contributor and receptor, and external contributor and receptor clusters respectively. The combined mean of the four internal contributor clusters is 0.151423, much higher than the combined mean of the four internal receptor clusters which is -0.09178. Furthermore, the combined mean of the four external contributor clusters is 0.001929, again much higher than the combined mean of the four receptor cluster, which is -0.08428. Therefore, all the comparison results support the second hypothesis that contributors may perform better than receptors.
The relationship between subsidiary role or strategy and its impact on local firms is next discussed by testing Hypotheses 3 and 4. Since the impact of subsidiary role or strategy on local firms in this study is measured by IMPACTONLP, IMPACTONLM, IMPACTONLRD,
IMPACTONLMARKET and IMPACTONLNEW, we use factor analysis to decide whether these five variables can be combined into one factor to represent its impact on local firms, and use ANOVA to test its relationship with subsidiary strategy. The results are shown in Table 7 .
The Kaiser-Meyer-Olkin Measure of Sampling Adequacy value is 0.784 which is more than 0.6, and the Sig. value of Bartlett's Test of Sphericity is less than 0.05. Therefore the factor analysis is appropriate. In the Component Matrix, all variables' loadings are high so that all of them can be represented by one factor, i.e. the Impact factor 2 .
As indicated in Table 7 , the ANOVA gives a sig. value of less than 0.05 indicating that there are significant differences somewhere among the mean scores on the impact factor for the 16 groups. Based on Hypothesis 3, external activists are expected to have a more positive influence on local firms than external loners. The combined mean of the four external activist clusters is 0.506728, and is positive and much higher than the combined mean of the four external loner clusters, which is only -0.51368. Therefore, the results support Hypothesis 3. 
VI. Conclusions
Since different types of multinational subsidiaries can play different roles in improving efficiency at both the subsidiary and corporate level, as well as in enhancing local capability development in the host-country economy, there has been an increasing interest among researchers in the analysis of subsidiary typology. Following a critical analysis of the existing subsidiary typology frameworks and applying a network approach to the MNE, a dual-role typology is developed in this paper. This typology considers both the efficiency of multinational subsidiaries and their impact on local development and is believed to be an important improvement upon the existing typologies. The empirical results from an analysis of 369 multinational subsidiaries in China lend strong support to our new typology as 16 conceptual groups have relevant subsidiaries to fix into, and as our hypotheses are supported in the sense that there are positive relationships between subsidiary internal and external interactions and its impact on local development.
There are several managerial and policy implications of this study. Firstly, managers of multinational corporations need to integrate their subsidiaries into both internal and external linkages to benefit from both sources of knowledge and contribute to the efficiency of the MNE and the development of local economy. Secondly, managers of local firms should also be encouraged to establish networks with MNEs to learn from each other so that their competence can be enhanced, especially with activists and contributors, since local firms can benefit more from them than from loners and receptors. Thirdly, host-country policy makers need to encourage foreign direct investment to be selective ie. encourage FDI which is expected to develop extensive linkages with local firms to promote local development.
The contributions of this paper to our understanding of multinational subsidiary strategy and their roles need to be interpreted with caution as there are several important limitations. 3.31 External receptor Factor 4 -1.64 Notes: For internal interaction from HQ to subsidiary, higher scores signifies more internal flows from HQ to subsidiary. For internal interaction from subsidiary to HQ, higher scores signifies more internal flows from subsidiary to HQ. For external interaction from Local to subsidiary, higher scores signifies more external flows from Local to subsidiary. For external interaction from subsidiary to local, higher scores signifies more external flows from subsidiary to local. 
